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Introduction  
 
I   would   like   to   thank   the   Chair   and   the   members   of   the   Oireachtas   Committee   on  
Communications,   Climate   Action   and   Environment   for   inviting   me   to   speak   to   you   and   the   other  
International   Grand   Committee   members   today.   
 
My   name   in   Monika   Bickert.   I   am   the   Vice   President   of   Content   Policy   at   Facebook,   based   in  
our   Menlo   Park   Headquarters.   I   joined   Facebook   in   2012,   after   serving   11   years   as   a   US   public  
prosecutor   and   as   resident   legal   advisor   at   the   U.S.   embassy   in   Bangkok.   I   now   lead   our   global  
Content   Policy   team.   My   responsibilities   include   developing   and   enforcing   the   rules   for   how  
people   can   use   our   services.    My   remit   also   now   includes   work   to   further   our   company’s   goal   of  
facilitating   appropriate   regulation   of   content   on   social   media   platforms   and   the   broader   internet.   
 
Facebook   welcomes   Governments   and   regulators   taking   a   more   active   role   in   addressing  
harmful   content   online.   Protecting   the   people   who   use   our   services   is   a   top   priority,   to   which   we  
continue   to   dedicate   a   great   deal   of   time   and   resources.   We   do   not   believe   any   company   should  
tackle   these   issues   alone.   This   is   why   we   work   together   with   governments,   civil   society,   experts  
and   industry   peers   to   develop   rules   for   the   internet   that   encourage   innovation   and   allow   people  
the   freedom   to   express   themselves,   while   protecting   society   from   broader   harms.   
 
The   aim   of   the   Committee’s   session   today   is   to   advance   international   collaboration   in   the  
regulation   of   harmful   content,   hate   speech,   and   electoral   interference.   Facebook   shares   this  
goal.   While   we   are   in   the   early   stages   of   this   process,   we   believe   there   are   great   benefits   of   this  
dialogue.   I   am   grateful   for   the   opportunity   to   outline   Facebook’s   perspective   of   how   to   meet   that  
goal.  
 
Regulating   harmful   content  
 
As   a   starting   point,   freedom   of   expression   is   a   core   value   of   our   company.   Facebook   exists   to  
give   people   a   way   to   use   their   voice   and   express   themselves.   But   we   also   want   people   to   be  
safe   on   our   services.   That   means   we   must   make   decisions   about   what   is   and   is   not   acceptable  
amongst   our   community   of   2.8   billion   people.   Some   of   these   decisions   are   clear.   Many   are  
nuanced   and   involve   balancing   competing   principles.   We   work   hard   to   get   these   decisions   right.  
We   know   that   at   our   scale,   however,   we   will   make   mistakes   and   decisions   people   disagree   with.   
 



To   address   these   challenges,   Facebook   is   creating   an   independent   body,   called   the   Oversight  
Board,   to   which   people   can   appeal   our   decisions   on   content   they   have   posted.   The   purpose   of  
the   board   is   to   protect   free   expression   by   making   principled,   binding   decisions   about   specific  
pieces   of   content   and   by   issuing   policy   advisory   opinions   on   Facebook’s   content   policies.   The  
board   will   operate   transparently   and   explain   its   reasoning   to   the   public,   while   respecting   the  
privacy   and   confidentiality   of   the   people   who   use   our   services.   
 
Internet   companies,   including   Facebook,   should   be   accountable   for   enforcing   standards   on  
harmful   content.   We   invest   heavily   in   technical   solutions   (such   as   artificial   intelligence)   and   have  
thousands   of   people   working   around   the   clock   to   assess   and   remove   harmful   content.   We  
publish   transparency   reports   about   how   effectively   we   remove   harmful   content.   
 
We   believe   that   a   more   standardised   approach   would   be   beneficial.   Regulation   could   set  
baselines   for   what   is   prohibited   and   require   companies   to   build   systems   for   keeping   harmful  
content   to   a   bare   minimum.  
 
Regulating   to   protect   elections  

We   develop   products   that   aim   to   increase   civic   engagement.   We   also   put   in   place   safeguards  
on   our   platform   to   protect   the   integrity   of   elections.   

Facebook   now   requires   advertisers   in   a   number   of   countries   to   verify   their   identities   before  
purchasing   political   ads.   Political   ads   are   then   displayed   in   an   archive   we   have   built,   which  
shows   who   pays   for   ads,   what   other   ads   that   person   has   run,   and   what   audiences   saw   the   ads.  
But   there   are   challenges   that   arise   in   assessing   whether   an   ad   is   political.   Imagine,   for   instance,  
an   ad   for   a   biography   of   a   past   world   leader,   or   an   ad   selling   t-shirts,   some   of   which   have  
slogans   that   relate   to   controversial   social   issues,   while   others   don’t.  

Regulation   is   needed   to   reflect   the   reality   of   the   threats   we   face,   and   to   set   standards   for   the  
whole   industry.   Regulation   could   address   important   issues   such   as   what   a   ‘political   ad’   is,   who   is  
allowed   to   run   them,   and   what   steps   those   people   must   take   before   doing   so.   It   could   also  
address   how   political   parties   can   and   cannot   use   data   to   target   ads.   

For   several   years,   we   have   empowered   third   party   fact   checking   organisations   to   fact   check  
some   types   on   content   of   Facebook,   and   we   also   send   them   content   that   has   been   flagged   by  
users   or   our   technical   tools   as   likely   to   be   false.   In   August   2019,   we   expanded   this   process   to  
include   ads.   As   we   recently   clarified,   this   does   not   include   ads   that   are   opinion   or   direct   speech  
from   politicians.    Our   policies   are   grounded   in   a   fundamental   belief   in   free   expression   and  
respect   for   the   democratic   process.   In   mature   democracies   with   a   free   press,   political   speech   is  
already   arguably   the   most   scrutinised   speech   there   is.   

We   therefore   don’t   believe   that   a   private   company   should   be   determining   for   the   world   what   is  
true   or   false   in   a   politician’s   statement.   This   doesn’t   mean   that   politicians   can   say   whatever   they  



want   on   Facebook.   For   example,   they   can’t   spread   misinformation   about   where,   when   or   how   to  
vote.   They   can’t   incite   violence,   and   we   remove   any   content   that   violates   local   laws.   But   in  
general,   we   believe   political   speech   should   be   heard   and   we   don’t   feel   it   is   right   for   private  
companies   like   us   to   fact   check   or   judge   the   veracity   of   what   politicians   say.   

 
How   can   industry   be   a   part   of   the   solution?  
 
At   Facebook,   we   believe   that   we   have   been,   we   are,   and   we   will   continue   to   be   central   to  
solving   these   complex   challenges.   It   is   clear,   however,   that   we   cannot   and   ought   not   do   so  
alone.   We   look   forward   to   collaborating   with   Governments,   civil   society,   industry   and   all   of   the  
people   who   hold   a   stake   in   creating   rules   for   a   safe,   innovative   internet.   
 
Facebook’s   policy   teams   are   based   in   countries   across   the   globe   and   they   are   eager   to   engage  
with   you.   We   are   committed   to   playing   our   part   and   are   happy   to   work   together   to   achieve   our  
common   goals.  
 
 
ENDS  
 


